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The One-Hour Thought Leader 

 

 
 

“There is no expedient to which a man will not resort 
to avoid the real labour of thinking” 

Joshua Reynolds (possibly) 

 
 
Here’s an exercise we’ve been playing in SI HQ for some time. It started out as a bit of 
fun. And then evolved into a way of preparing for those all-important first meetings with a 
prospective new client. Or writing a paper that would be accepted at an academic 
conference on a topic we know nothing about. It has now also become a fairly standard 
exercise we conduct on many of our client workshops: how to know more about a client’s 
business than the client knows themselves? So far – three years down the road – it has 
yet to fail.  
 

How is it possible? Well, for a start, what we can clearly see happening inside most 
organisations is a growing lack of time to think. Ask people where they were the last time 
they had a good idea and the only sure-fire guarantee is the answer will not involve the 
words, ‘in the office’. It’s like we go to work these days to not think. The implication of this 
is that the vast majority of in-company time is not spent in the important-but-not-urgent 
quadrant of the Eisenhower Matrix: 
 

 
 

Only in this second quadrant do we have the opportunity to do any out-of-comfort-zone 
thinking. Thinking that might push a few boundaries. By our reckoning, something less 
than 1% of client employee time gets devoted to this type of work.  
 

Then. Next problem: when we are given the opportunity to think, the strong likelihood is 
that we don’t do a good job of it. The main reason for this is psychological inertia. The 
brain has evolved to be a maker and user of patterns. Both traits save us a lot of time and 
energy. Thinking is very expensive, resource-wise, and so we’ve evolved to maximise the 
number of patterns we can retrieve and deploy, usually without any re-course to any 
actual conscious thought at all. Alas – for the client experts at least – the more experience 
they’ve gained in their current role, the more difficult it becomes for them to do the critical 
part of pushing the boundaries of knowledge: pattern-breaking. As an outside ‘domain 
idiot’ (as I usually refer to myself), your big advantage over the client is that you have little 
if any psychological inertia. You don’t know what the patterns are, and because of that, 
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there’s no need to do any pattern-breaking. All you need to be conscious of is the need to 
tap into our innate pattern-making capabilities. Or, better yet, the universal patterns the 
TRIZ research has revealed. 
 

 
 

The next big advantage of the soon-to-be thought leader is that the client experts are also 
highly likely to suffer from a number of other serious flaws in their thinking ability. Most of 
them stemming from their almost inevitable lack of knowledge of TRIZ. In practical terms, 
this means they’ve been taught to assume: 

1) That all choices are either/or 
2) That all problems are unique 
3) That making use of existing solutions is wrong 
4) That all problems can be reduced down to a ‘root cause’ 

 

Then, if that little lot wasn’t bad enough, we are all full of biases. Biases that, for the most 
part, mean that we tend to ignore information that fails to fit our existing patterns and 
models of how the world works. Bad for the existing experts, good for us because again 
our domain idiocy means we don’t have many of those domain knowledge biases. And, 
part of the toolkit of the one-hour thought-leader, involves pre-learning how to recognise 
and be able to test for the main biases in others. We usually use this (Reference 1) list as 
a start-point: 
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One of the other important biases client experts are likely to be suffering from centres 
around a respect for other ‘experts’. Most of whom, it turns out, aren’t. Here’s the 2x2 
matrix we use to distinguish between the sorts of expert we should be listening to and 
those we probably shouldn’t: 
 

 
 
Again, a lot of the TRIZ research helps us to solve this problem and ensure that we arrive 
at the client’s office armed with 11 million quadrant II ‘authority’-originated solutions. 
 

Almost there. Just one more likely advantage the one-hour thought leader has over the 
client. If they can get over the first hurdle of not thinking and then the second hurdle of 
thinking poorly, the third hurdle concerns not thinking for long enough. Or rather stopping 
too soon. Here we can lay the blame at the feet of (Red World) Operational Excellence 
thinking. Where there is a clear goal to try and find ‘the’ answer as quickly as possible. 
Ideally one that looks like a silver bullet, but much more likely is one that is ‘good enough’. 
Here we see our propensity to avoid thinking resulting in what is typically known as 
‘satisficing’ (Reference 2): the moment we find something we think is good enough to 
make the problem (symptoms) disappear, we’re highly inclined to go with that answer. 
 

The one-hour thought leader knows to do as much as they can to avoid the satisficing 
problem. Usually through a combination of recognising the importance of iteration, 
generation of multiple partial ideas (‘clues’) and then combining those partial ideas into a 
coherent whole. 
 

Not that we will necessarily present such solution ideas to the prospective client. At least 
not too soon into the all-important first meeting. No-one likes a smart-arse. Presenting 
smart people with the answer to a problem they’ve probably spent several months not 
solving is usually a great way of alienating people. A lesson many of the Russian-speaking 
TRIZ consultants appear to have still not learned. Rather, the main idea here is to have 
one or two solution nuggets in your back-pocket should the need arise to show the 
prospective client that not only have you been able to do a better job of finding the right 
problem, you can do answers too. Meanwhile, it is the ‘right problem’ part of the story 
you’re much more likely to be able to use to intrigue the client with. This is where the TRIZ 
parts of the story come in. Typically via one of three strategies: 
 

    a)  find the most recently published book or paper on a relevant subject of likely interest  
         to the client or conference you’re looking to present at, and look for a contradiction in  
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         it. Example: a couple of months ago the book ‘Open Strategy’ was published. The 
         basic premise of this book is that switching the development of company strategy  
         from its usual top-down, closed form into one that is bottom-up and open to the  
         outside world. Although the book’s author never explicitly talks about open strategy 
         as an either/or solution, the ‘or’ is very definitely implied. Which means that we know 
         there’s a better book to be written. One that identifies the top-down/bottom-up and 
         open/closed contradictions as an opportunity to synthesise a higher level both/and 
         strategy development method. 
b)      Identify a Goldilocks Curve the client isn’t likely to have recognised – I find that the    
         one relating to safety (Reference 3) is an excellent one, especially during Covid-19  
         times: most people assume that adding more safety measures will automatically  
         produce more safety, but the reality says otherwise: 
 

resilient

(/antifragile)

society

make individuals

more responsible

& aware

prevent

accidents/

plausible 

deniability

more safety 

measures

less safety
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          Once the client has been intrigued with the Goldilocks insight, the thought leader  
          can then move the story forward by mapping the contradiction (as in the Bubble  
          Map above). Which then opens up the opportunity to take out a copy of a   
          Contradiction Matrix (still one of the best intrigue-generators for TRIZ newcomers)  
          and start talking about how others in other domains have already found solutions to 
          the problem at hand. 
 

c)       For the TRIZ-familiar, the easiest route: take any patent, technical solution, journal  
          article (the more recent the better), compare the solution with the TRIZ Trends, find  
          a Trend jump that hasn’t been made yet, work out why that jump will deliver a more  
          effective solution, go find some evidence of others in related domains that have   
          already made the jump, and build that evidence into your pitch/presentation/paper. 
 

d)       Almost as easy: take a complex problem where state of the art thinking has tried to  
          find a ‘root cause’. Take all the different ‘root causes’ you can find & construct a  
          Perception Map. Reference 4 provides an example of this strategy in action. It  
          works because almost everyone is used to the idea of making a list of things   
          relevant to a problem (thankyou, Fishbone Diagrams), but almost no-one  
          recognises that such a list at best only contains half the story. In addition to the  
          ‘things’, making meaningful progress on any complex problem also requires us to  
          map the relationships between those things. The Perception Mapping tool isn’t the  
          most frequently used tool in the SI toolkit for no reason. 
 

If this all sounds too easy, you’re probably right. An hour is okay for a workshop exercise, 
but probably not for formulating the story and solution for a conference paper. That said, a 
few years ago we helped run an experiment with one of the classes at IIT in Mumbai 
(insert image of 400 of the smartest students on the planet siting in a crowded lecture hall 
here). As had happened for multiple previous years, each of the (final year) students were 
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invited to write a paper that would be accepted at a conference of their choice. Only this 
time they were given a version of the TRIZ tools and the strategies described here to 
assist their efforts. In previous years around a dozen would be successful. The year we 
did the experiment, the result was 137 accepted papers.  
 

We naively then thought that the university would want to repeat the experiment every 
year. We were wrong. The invitation to return never arrived. Why that happened is 
probably a story for another day. Very likely as a fifth strategy to add to the One-Hour 
Thought Leader strategy list.        
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Edward De Bono And A Rule Of Six 
 

 
 

? ?

 
 
Edward De Bono, who sadly passed away last year, is the de facto originator of Design 
Thinking. Over the course of his life, he wrote a phenomenal number of books. Some of 
the classics. Some less so. Six Thinking Hats is amongst the best. The model it contain 
has become a social meme. Six Action Shoes is amongst the worst. One of the 
consequences, perhaps, of an author setting himself the challenge of writing a book from 
start to end over the course of a London to Sydney flight. Poor as the execution might 
have been, the basic idea underpinning the book was a solid one. It became the second in 
what eventually became a series of four ‘Six’ books. 
 

I suspect not coincidentally, the use of the number six is consistent with the modern form 
of the TRIZ Law Of System Completeness. Which dictates that any viable system needs 
to contain six essential elements. So, taking the Six Thinking Hats book and its six 
different types of thinking ‘hat’ and mapping it to the Law produces a logical consistency 
that looks something like this: 
 

Engine Transmission Tool Interface

Coordination Sensor

Judgement Benefits & Feasibility

Creativity Process Information Intuition & Feelings
 

The only flaw in this thinking direction is that De Bono only managed to create four books 
in the series. Which means, if we think about how these ‘six’ titles might combine to form a 
meta-system for thinking, there must be a couple of titles missing. Here’s what happens 
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when we take the four different titles and try and map them onto a higher-level System 
Completeness model: 
 

?

Engine Transmission Tool Interface

Coordination Sensor

?

 
 
Before exploring what the two ‘missing’ titles might be, its worth spending a few moments 
examining how the four titles that do exist match with the various different essential 
elements of the complete ‘thinking’ system: 
 

Six Thinking Hats (1985): this book corresponds to the ‘Engine’ of a meta-level system for 
thinking. It offers the means by which the various different kinds of thinking (which must 
also be a viable system in its own right – hence six hats) combine to drive how thinking is 
done. 
 

Six Action Shoes (1991): the ‘Transmission’ element of the meta-level thinking system, 
this book describes the (six) mechanisms by which thinking gets connected to doing and 
the creation of useful outcomes. 
 

Six Value Medals (2005): the six different ways of ‘valuing’ whatever the results of our 
thinking are offer up the means of measuring whether the outcomes delivered as a result 
of our thinking are as we intended them to be.  
 

Six Frames (2008): the ‘Interface’ element of the meta-level system, the six frames 
described in the book provide six different ways to think about where our thinking is 
focused. ‘Interface’ being the target useful outcomes will be delivered to. 
 

Which then leaves the ‘Coordination’ and ‘Tool’ elements missing. What might these be? 
Let’s have a look at the Coordination element first: Per the role that this element plays in a 
system, what we’re looking for is something that sits above the other five elements and 
controls and guides why the do what they do. It is, in effect, the brain and thus controller of 
the system. So, if the specific system under consideration here is an over-arching system 
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for thinking, we’re missing that overall control capability. And, ideally, if we retain the idea 
of systems-within-systems, that overall coordination meta-system element must also 
contain six elements of its own. Six elements we think look like this: 
 

HOW? WHO? WHAT? WHERE?

WHY? WHEN?

Coordination

Engine InterfaceToolTransmission

Sensor

 
 

Which might look familiar as the long established ‘5Ws and an H’ model. If we were to turn 
these, then, into the next in the series of De Bono books, we might call it Six Compasses. 
Or Six Coordination Compasses. Or Six Controllers. Or, well, what do you think?  
 

While we incubate on that label, the sixth element feels like it should be easier to name. 
The ‘tool’ in any system is the thing that actually delivers the required useful outcomes. As 
illustrated in the Coordination model, it needs to be concerned with the what of the 
system. If we then continue the hats, shoes and medals metaphor, we’re probably looking 
at Hands or, better metaphor-wise, Gloves. Six Outcome Gloves? Six Delivery Hands? 
Hmm. Maybe not so easy after all. Another opportunity for incubation. 
 

Meanwhile, also continuing the theme of a viable ‘Tool’ system within the overall meta-
system, here’s what we think the six hands or gloves are likely to comprise: 
 

HOW? WHO? WHAT? WHERE?

WHY? WHEN?

Coordination

Engine InterfaceToolTransmission

Sensor

Dexterity Process Flow Assembling Fitting

“Guiding

Hand”
Inspecting

Coordination

Engine InterfaceToolTransmission

Sensor

 
 

I think I can feel a new book coming on. Or maybe two? 
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Not So Funny – Top Twelve Step-Change Dysfunctions  
 
 
 
A chance to combine two favourites this month. Exploring some of the challenges to be 
found in the innovator’s world, and a love of new words. Or words that are new to me at 
least. Here are some of our favourite combinations, in ascending order of relevance to the 
myriad innovation-attempt dysfunctions to be found: 
 
12. Epiphanot – usually, in my experience, found at the end of those wonderful brain-
storming/trendstorming sessions in the FMCG sector. After the team has generated 
hundreds of Post-It notes, many of which contain at least the seeds of a genuine 
breakthrough idea, and it comes to voting on which ideas to take forward. Guaranteed all 
the insightful breakthrough ideas will be left behind, and what the group will decide to take 
forward is the blandest, least impressive of them all. Why? Because that is the idea that 
will be the easiest to execute. Hello, jojoba and kiwi-fruit shampoo. (See also: 
‘nearfetched’.) 
 

 
 
11. Nerdjacking –  the innovation world is full of tyre-kickers – the lonely corporate figures 
that have failed to make any headway inside their organisation, are usually ignored by 
everyone. They’ve now found you. A person apparently prepared to listen to them. Except, 
you’ve learned by now, are going to spend as long as you will give them prattling on about 
nothing in particular. 
 

 
 
10. Destinesia – the Ideal Final Result concept is one of the easiest ones to grasp within 
the TRIZ world. At the same time, to be able to make effective use of it demands a high 
level of Innovation Capability Maturity. As a facilitator, this means more often than not, you 
will be working with organisations that say they like the idea of an overall compass 
heading, but then, no matter how much you might nudge them, they seem unerringly 
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drawn towards an, if-you-don’t-know-where-you’re-going-any-road-will-take-you-there 
destination. And then…                          
 

 
 
9. Meetnaping – meetings are one of the banes of modern business life. Innovation 
meetings ought to be better, but usually end up being worse. Almost always because they 
will entail a clash between Green World innovators and their Red World bean-counting 
masters. In such situations, some innovators like to share the load… 
 

 
8. Boregasm – if, in addition to being useless, the meeting is also dull, you typically then 
end up with… 
 

 
 
7. Boketto – per the oft used aphorism from the lead article in this month’s ezine, people 
will do almost anything to avoid having to think. At the same time, it’s frequently desirable 
to be able to demonstrate to others that you’re making an effort (double bonus points if 
you’re also holding a pen to either the side of your mouth or temple)… 
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6. Suckrifice – every job has its bad bits. Grit and persistence making up 99% of any 
innovation project worth its salt means the team should expect there to be a sizeable 
chunk of unpleasant, often nugatory, work to do. Then they grit their teeth and get on with 
it… 
 

 
 
5. Blamestorming – when it comes to the idea generation portion during the early stages 
of an innovation project, the usual protocol involves a ten to fifteen minute surge of ideas. 
Many of them similar to the previous splurge of ideas (remember to save your Post-It 
notes so you can simply retrieve them next time and save a chunk of time). Later on, when 
the project team realises we’ve been working on the wrong problem, rest assured the 
blame-passing ideation session that follows will go on forever with no apparent loss of 
energy or implausible thinking. Now a best selling book… 
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4. Unlightening – 98% of innovation attempts fail, 75% of the 2% achieve their success 
by making life more convenient for customers and in so doing serve to destroy more and 
more of what is meaningful in life. Talk about ‘meaning’ as much as you like, but for much 
of the last decade in most organisations too much innovation related research results in… 
 

 
 
3. Columbusing – one of the big ideas in TRIZ is ‘someone, somewhere already solved 
your problem’. Columbusing comes from the person that hasn’t quite got to grips with this 
concept yet. The good news is they did some kind of search to find a novel solution. Or, 
better yet, they created it themselves. The bad news is that their ego then won’t allow 
them to accept that the idea has already existed for, in most cases, several eons. 
 

 
 
2. Youniverse – the innovation world has too much of two things: testosterone and ego. 
On the latter front… 
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1. Askholing – my personal innovation kryptonite. The askhole is the person that asks 
you for your opinion about a subject, will let you rabbit on for ages, keep asking you 
clarification questions, and then, after you’ve left the building, proceed to do the precise 
opposite of what you’ve been espousing. 
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Patent of the Month - Method For Promoting Wound Healing 
 
 

 
 
 
US11,261,235 is our patent of the month this month. It was granted to a pair of inventors 
at the University of Southern California on March 1. The moment we start talking about 
human physiology, we know the discussion is going to become quite complex quite 
quickly. The first paragraph of the background description section of the patent, however, 
starts us off at a reasonably understandable level: 
 

Healing wounds in human skins is a major medical problem, particularly in the elderly patient 
population. According to the Wound Healing Society, about 15% of older adults suffer from 
chronic, hard-to-heal wounds. It is also estimated that about 18% of diabetic patients over the age 
of 65 years will have chronic, non-healing skin ulcers. To improve the healing process, 
researchers have been considering topically applying epidermal growth factor as a promising 
therapy. This therapy has been shown to accelerate wound closure of acute wounds in patients. 
However, due to the high cost and other practical considerations, this strategy has not been 
commercially viable as a general solution for wound healing. So far, only platelet-derived growth 
factor has been approved by the Federal Drug Administration for treatment of nonhealing diabetic 
foot ulcers. Even with this therapy, practitioners have found it to be limiting and not always 
successful. One difficulty associated with the topical application of growth factors is that the wound 
bed is often laden with proteolytic enzymes which tend to degrade and nullify the applied agent. 
 

Then we find a couple of paragraphs that caused us to increase our attention: 
 

To investigate better approaches of skin wound healing, various models of skin diseases have 
been used. In particular, a genetically inherited skin disease known as Dystrophic forms of 
Epidermolysis Bullosa (DEB) in children has provided valuable insights. 
 

DEB is an incurable genetic disease caused by a gene defect in the gene that encodes for type VII 
collagen. Children who suffer from DEB are born with skin fragility, blistering, and repeated 
wounding and healing of their skin wounds. In these children, their wounds will typically heal with 
fibrosis, scarring, and small epidermal inclusion cysts called milia. Because the outer epidermal 
layer of the DEB patient adheres poorly to the underlying dermal connective tissue, even the 
slightest trauma will cause epidermal-dermal disadherence. Therefore, DEB patients suffer from 
chronic skin wounds.  
 

A classic instance of identifying a more extreme version of a problem and using it as a 
model for the problem at hand. And what we find here in this DEB problem is a conflict 
between the desire for wound healing (‘Repairability’) being impeded by poor adhesion 
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between different skin layers (‘Compatibility’). Here’s what the Contradiction Matrix has to 
say about how others have solved that problem: 
 

 
 

Then, in describing alternative attempted solutions, we read: 
 

…Despite the above mentioned advances, there are still no effective methods for treating DEB. 
Because patients with severe DEB have widespread lesions and multiple wounds spanning large 
areas of trauma-prone sites such as the sacrum, hips, feet, mouth, scalp, lower back and hands, 
the treatment of such DEB patients via any of the three above outlined direct intradermal injection 
approaches would require numerous injections into multiple wound sites. Accordingly, intradermal 
injections of the therapeutic agents outlined above (gene-corrected cells, recombinant forms of C7 
or C7 expressing vectors) would require site-specific treatment of each and every wound by one or 
more intradermal injections. While this is doable, such a cumbersome method of treatment still 
leaves much to be desired. It would be ideal to offer patients with DEB or patients with multiple 
wounds a single therapy that will require only a single route of delivery but that will "home" to all of 
the wounds automatically upon delivery to correct the skin wounds located at scattered sites. 
 

Here the desired Repairability is seen to be hindered by the need for ‘numerous injections 
into multiple wound sites’. Which makes it a Repairability-versus-Amount-Of-Substance 
conflict. Here’s what the Matrix has to say about solutions to that problem: 
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And here’s the USC solution. Firstly as described in the patent’s main Claim: 
 

1. A method for treating or accelerating healing of a wound in the skin of a subject, comprising: 
intravenously administering to the subject an effective amount of a recombinant human collagen 
VII protein, wherein the recombinant human collagen VII protein comprises an alpha chain having 
a collagenous triple-helical segment, and wherein the subject has epidermolysis bullosa (EB). 
 

We’ll put the Collagen VII (‘C7’) down as an example of a Principle 35 component of the 
solution. Now let’s see how it weaves its magic: 
 

At the molecular level, C7 is composed of three identical alpha chains, each consisting of a 145-
kDa central collagenous triple-helical segment, flanked by a large 145-kDa amino-terminal, non-
collagenous domain (NC1), and a small 34-kDa carboxyl-terminal non-collagenous domain (NC2) 
[9, 10]. Within the extracellular space, C7 molecules form antiparallel dimers which aggregate 
laterally to form anchoring fibrils. 
 

Here, in the form of the triple-helix, antiparallel-dimers and anchoring fibrils, we see 
Principle 17, Another Dimension in action. 
 

And then, possibly best of all, comes the Principle 25 aspect of the solution: 
 

These and other objects of the present invention are realized through the surprising discovery that 
C7, mini-C7, and variants thereof have the ability to "home" to wound sites without requiring a 
delivery vehicle such as a genetically engineered fibroblast. In light of the difficulties in treating 
DEB5 this discovery provides a basis for methods and therapeutic agents that can promote wound 
healing in DEB patients without the limitations of the existing methods in the art. Because the 
wound healing property of C7 is not only limited to patients suffering from DEB, the present 
invention is also applicable generally to all types of skin wound healing. 
 

…It is also a surprising discovery of the present invention that the ability of C7 and its variants to 
"home" to the wound sites are not dependent on any particular route of administration. For 
example, whether C7 is administered through intravenous injection or topical application, the 
healing effect remains. 
 

In other words, swallow, rub-on or inject the C7 and it will find its own way to where the 
body needs it. I bet the inventors couldn’t believe their luck when they found that was 
happening. The human body, yet again, demonstrates its self-healing powers. All the 
inventors needed to do was find the Principle 35 parameter change to trigger the self-
healing to take place. 
 

Amazing. 
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Best of the Month – The Art Of Insubordination 
 
 
 

 
 
Insubordination is easy. Especially if we take the easy route and transform ourselves into 
a snake or asshole. Todd Kashdan’s latest book is about the difficult route. What he calls 
‘principled insubordination’, a brand of deviance intended ‘to improve society with a 
minimal amount of secondary harm’. Like any good management text, it focuses on the 
need to see and then resolve a contradiction: 
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According to Kashdan, a professor of psychology, it’s important to question authority and 
to take this stance of ‘principled insubordination’ in order to subject received wisdom and 
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the status quo to cross-examination. The principled part is significant. Being a rebel 
without a clue is useless at best and toxic at worst. While being principled in 
rebelliousness “is vital for improving society.” In a text full of psychological theories and 
the results of telling experiments, Kashdan examines the many ways by which we lull 
ourselves into accepting the status quo. Perhaps surprisingly, he notes that 
“disadvantaged people often do just as much (or more) to affirm a system’s validity than 
those who occupied privileged positions within the same system.” Indeed, “people will go 
to bizarre lengths to rationalise and protect a social system that harms them.” Thus the 
recent rise of authoritarianism, which surely begs for people who’ll say no against all those 
people who’ll say yes. Learning how to say no, though, requires work. Kashdan identifies 
pitfalls such as status quo bias, confirmation bias, and the hope that submission will 
somehow lead to a higher social or economic class. There’s also projection bias, by which 
we “think others tend to share our preferences, beliefs, and behaviours more than they 
actually do.” This often produces martyrs instead of rebels. The author counsels taking all 
this information with as little stress and as much self-care as possible while being brave in 
the face of conformity and incuriosity. Ultimately, he writes, we must commit to “raising a 
new generation of youth who feel emboldened to disagree, defy, and deviate from 
problematic norms and standards.” 
 

I happened to be one of those schoolkids that loved being at school. All except Mr 
Hammond’s Social History class. In the majority of my classes, I think I exhibited a version 
of principled insubordination. In Mr Hammond’s class, I’m embarrassed to say, I veered 
heavily in the asshole direction. Partly, I have to say, because it was a way of impressing 
the girls sitting in the row in front of me. But partly, too, because Mr Hammond was one of 
those ‘down wid’da kids’ hippie teachers who wanted everyone to think he was cool. I 
mention him here for two reasons (three if I count wanting to send him a belated apology 
for my unprincipled insubordination). Firstly, that his inauthentic fawning need to be liked 
by us made him a slave down in the bottom-left hand quadrant of the Kashdan Matrix. 
Second, and here comes the tough part of this review, because I was first reminded of Mr 
Hammond when I read some of Todd Kashdan’s too frequent attempts to show himself to 
be one of the rebels his book endorses. Being ‘cool’ is a tightrope walk at the best of 
times. One of the cool golden rules, though, is don’t ever try and imply you’re cool. Cool is 
one of those things that you don’t get to decide. Other people decide for you. Kashdan 
doesn’t seem to get that part of the cool dynamic, so, sadly, I spent quite a few pages with 
my toes curling with embarrassment for him. 
 

Which I think is probably a tad unfair of me. Especially when I consider that Kashdan’s 
overall thesis has an awful lot to say about the Hero’s Journey in the innovation context. 
Principled insubordinates, in other words, are innovation heroes. The people that help 
systems that have hit their limits make the rocky journey from their current s-curve and 
safely to the next. Seen in that light, The Art of Insubordination contains some really useful 
insights. Including, most usefully, the later parts of the Journey, where the rebel has won 
the battle (‘Rebels Who Won’ in Kashdan’s phraseology) and needs to treat the ‘Newly 
Powerless’ old-guard with honour and respect rather than the more typical hubris and 
gloating. The big idea here being that the smart rebel recognises that the next round of 
principled insubordination, the rebellion that will come to challenge his or her victor’s 
arrogance, is best managed through magnanimity, assimilation and integration. 
 

All in all, then, a useful primer for those determined to make waves in the cause of an 
innovative step-change. 
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Wow In Music – Harry Hood 
 
 

 
 
One of my ambitions in life is to be able to improvise concert-length pieces of (interesting) 
music. My main datum is pianist Keith Jarrett. My other ones are the German band, Can, 
and the American jam-band, Phish. Improvising on one instrument is hard. Doing it with 
four musicians is exponentially harder, because there are so many more variables and the 
likelihood that all of them remain aligned sufficiently that the output still sounds like music 
becomes diminishingly small. Can occasionally pulled the feat (Issue 214) by essentially 
recording many hours of music and then editing out the boring bits. Phish go a step further 
and are rightly famous for being able to improvise in compelling ways while live on stage. 
Their trick is to build long improvisations from an initial composition that, first establishes a 
groove, and then remains attached to a fairly simple chord structure. In the case of Harry 
Hood, one of their most popular improvisations, that structure is D-A-G. It is in effect a 
contract that all four musicians sign up to for the (variable) duration of the piece. The song, 
although it has yet to appear on a studio album, is one of Phish's most frequently 
performed songs, featured in close to 400 live performances since its debut on October 
30, 1985. Every Phish fan will have their own favourite amongst the 400. I’m going to play 
it safe and go with the 15 minute version found on the band’s most critically adored official 
release, A Live One, from 1995. 
 

This version obeys the preacher’s dictum: start low, go slow, get higher, catch on fire. At 
the outset, drummer John Fishman provides a steady ride cymbal pulse like seafoam’s 
hiss, and the gentlest of hi-hat backbeats. Page McConnell’s electric piano chords are 
wisps of cloud, lingering only a moment. Bassist Mike Gordon mimics Fishman’s kick-
drum, providing the root of each chord in turn – D-A-G – enough to suggest the chord 
progression without dominating the sound. After a few seconds, guitarist and bandleader 
Trey Anastosio enters with a lilting syncopated melody, part Montego Bay and part 
Vermont. It’s very pretty. ‘Hood’ is always pretty this way at the start. They could do it all 
day. 
 

Then, in the Live One version, things thicken. Gordon hangs on an A♯ for a moment; 
without a D♯ to come back to, the root of the whole jam, tension begins to creep 
imperceptibly into the music. Then Gordon starts a new, simpler bass-line, D and G and 
passage inbetween, sweet and safe, a tiny cycle of what the band ultimately does best – 
build and release (Principle 12) tension. Then he’s back to the original line and moving 
more quickly, then with a (Principle 17) C♯ thrown in, the melancholy melodic seventh, 
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gently de-stabilising. It’s a weak note, setting up a movement that (Principle 12 again) 
serves to build tension for a couple of minutes. Meanwhile, McConnell sprays a host of 
(Principle 17) new chords off the basic D-A-G progression – Em, F♯m, Bm – providing 
tense new colours, then a long D to arrest the movement. Fishman’s backbeat shifts to 
rim-shots, and Anastosio lands on an A that, tension-wise, desperately wants to be a D. 
Fishman shifts to a series of drum-rolls. Page suggests a new direction on his piano. 
Anastosio picks up on the phrase, (Principle 2) hesitates, then makes a joyful surge 
forwards. 
 

The effect is exhilarating, but things have barely gotten started, improvisation-wise. The 
goal of the Hood jam now is for the four musicians to meet simultaneously at the final 
vocal segment that will signal the return to the composed part of the song. Anything can 
happen at this point. And, if you listen to different versions of the song (several dozen 
available online), usually does. On the A Live One version, Anastosio’s guitar does the 
bulk of the heavy-lifting. The melodies become more stately, the weight shifts (Principle 
19) within the groove, a counterpoint here, another over there. Then comes the wow 
moment. A wow that only works after what has now become 10 minutes of setting it up.  
 

The band is soaring, ringing (Principle 20) open-string guitar, piano fistfuls, stomach-
rumbling bass moans, what sounds like half a dozen drummers bashing away at the 
drums. For a full sixty seconds, the music is at a climax, big and loud. Rock. The tension is 
at its highest now. The crowd is expecting the tension to be released at any moment, 
expecting the song to end.  
 

Except it doesn’t. The band instead turn back. Sharing a destination but no map, all four 
players pull up and halt the jam. The drums and bass (Principle 2) drop out completely. 
Which signals Anastosio to launch into what can only be described as a (Principle 38) 
deranged blues vortex. The music is playing the guitarist. The audience is playing the 
guitarist. Hearts beating in shared time. A moment. A sustained transcendence. The 
crowd rapturous. At twelve minutes and twenty seconds in case you’re interested. 
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Investments –  Plant-Derived Composite 
 
 

 
 

The strongest part of a tree lies not in its trunk or its sprawling roots, but in the walls of its 
microscopic cells. A single wood cell wall is constructed from fibres of cellulose — 
nature’s most abundant polymer, and the main structural component of all plants and 
algae. Within each fibre are reinforcing cellulose nanocrystals, or CNCs, which are chains 
of organic polymers arranged in nearly perfect crystal patterns. At the nanoscale, CNCs 
are stronger and stiffer than Kevlar. If the crystals could be worked into materials in 
significant fractions, CNCs could be a route to stronger, more sustainable, naturally 
derived plastics. 
 

Now, an MIT team has engineered a composite made mostly from cellulose nanocrystals 
mixed with a bit of synthetic polymer. The organic crystals take up about 60 to 90 percent 
of the material — the highest fraction of CNCs achieved in a composite to date. 
 

The researchers found the cellulose-based composite is stronger and tougher than some 
types of bone, and harder than typical aluminium alloys. The material has a brick-and-
mortar microstructure that resembles nacre, the hard inner shell lining of some molluscs. 
 

The team hit on a recipe for the CNC-based composite that they could fabricate using both 
3D printing and conventional casting. They printed and cast the composite into penny-
sized pieces of film that they used to test the material’s strength and hardness. They also 
machined the composite into the shape of a tooth to show that the material might one day 
be used to make cellulose-based dental implants — and for that matter, any plastic 
products — that are stronger, tougher, and more sustainable. 
 

“By creating composites with CNCs at high loading, we can give polymer-based materials 
mechanical properties they never had before,” says A. John Hart, professor of mechanical 
engineering. “If we can replace some petroleum-based plastic with naturally-derived 
cellulose, that’s arguably better for the planet as well.” 
 

Gel bonds 
Each year, more than 10 billion tons of cellulose is synthesized from the bark, wood, or 
leaves of plants. Most of this cellulose is used to manufacture paper and textiles, while a 
portion of it is processed into powder for use in food thickeners and cosmetics. In recent 
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years, scientists have explored uses for cellulose nanocrystals, which can be extracted 
from cellulose fibres via acid hydrolysis. The exceptionally strong crystals could be used 
as natural reinforcements in polymer-based materials. But researchers have only been 
able to incorporate low fractions of CNCs, as the crystals have tended to clump and only 
weakly bond with polymer molecules. 
 

Hart and his colleagues looked to develop a composite with a high fraction of CNCs, that 
they could shape into strong, durable forms. They started by mixing a solution of synthetic 
polymer with commercially available CNC powder. The team determined the ratio of CNC 
and polymer that would turn the solution into a gel, with a consistency that could either be 
fed through the nozzle of a 3-D printer or poured into a mould to be cast. They used an 
ultrasonic probe to break up any clumps of cellulose in the gel, making it more likely for 
the dispersed cellulose to form strong bonds with polymer molecules. 
 

They fed some of the gel through a 3-D printer and poured the rest into a mould to be 
cast. They then let the printed samples dry. In the process, the material shrank, leaving 
behind a solid composite composed mainly of cellulose nanocrystals. 
 

“We basically deconstructed wood, and reconstructed it,” Rao says. “We took the best 
components of wood, which is cellulose nanocrystals, and reconstructed them to achieve 
a new composite material.” 
 
Tough cracks 
Interestingly, when the team examined the composite’s structure under a microscope, they 
observed that grains of cellulose settled into a brick-and-mortar pattern, similar to the 
architecture of nacre. In nacre, this zig-zagging microstructure stops a crack from running 
straight through the material. The researchers found this to also be the case with their new 
cellulose composite. 
 

They tested the material’s resistance to cracks, using tools to initiate first nano- and then 
micro-scale cracks. They found that, across multiple scales, the composite’s arrangement 
of cellulose grains prevented the cracks from splitting the material. This resistance to 
plastic deformation gives the composite a hardness and stiffness at the boundary between 
conventional plastics and metals. 
 

Going forward, the team is looking for ways to minimize the shrinkage of gels as they dry. 
While shrinkage isn’t much of a problem when printing small objects, anything bigger 
could buckle or crack as the composite dries. 
 

“If you could avoid shrinkage, you could keep scaling up, maybe to the meter scale,” Rao 
says. “Then, if we were to dream big, we could replace a significant fraction of plastics, 
with cellulose composites.” 
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Generational Cycles –  Theories, Ideas, People, Systems 
 
 
Building upon their prior work in The Fourth Turning, Williams & Howe argue that a 
generation is born in a particular turning and then goes through all other turnings during 
their life. For example, as a member of Gen X, my childhood unfolded during an 
awakening phase, and my young adulthood was during an unravelling phase. In my 
midlife, I now have to face and master a crisis before (ha, revenge!) leading a new high in 
my elderhood. 
 

In the current, now approaching its peak, Crisis period, Strauss & Howe suggest that: 
 

Dogmatic Baby Boomers in global positions of power will have to lead us through a crisis 
that mostly, they have caused by their excessive behaviour during the awakening and 
unravelling phase;  
Problem-solving Gen Xers will step in as crisis managers to pragmatically deal with and 
resolve crisis issues, 
Collaborative Millennials (and older Post-Millennials) will do most of the work at the front-
line (and in the worst case of a crisis escalating into a war, be sent to the front) 
Conformist (Younger) Post-Millennials will grow up and come to age in a suppressed time 
of crisis. 
 

Strauss & Howe suggest that within a saeculum, the same generational archetypes 
(Heroes, Artists, Prophets, and Nomads) reappear in a fixed order. Heroes have their 
childhood during an unravelling, Artists during a crisis, Prophets during a high, and 
Nomads during an awakening. 
 

I see some connection between the turn of generations as described by Strauss and 
Howe and TIPS, Thinkergy’s Innovator Profiling System (https://thinkergy.com/). More 
precisely, it seems that different generations connect to the four TIPS bases (theories, 
ideas, people, systems), which are social attractor fields that energise people’s actions. In 
other words, when one generation is socialised, certain defining events happen, and a 
certain sociological Zeitgeist predominates that aligns with the spirit of a particular TIPS 
base. 
 

When I connect the different generational cohorts to the TIPS bases, it seems that: 
 

Millennials are highly social, helpful and collaborative (People-base);  
Gen Xers are more solution-oriented, independent, and innovative (Ideas-base);  
Baby Boomers are more indoctrinating, argumentative, and dogmatic (Theories-base); 
and  
Gen Z and Traditionals are more dutiful, conformist, and conventional (Systems-base).  
 
Of course, as in most pattern-oriented matters, all eleven TIPS innovator profiles (All-
Rounder, Coach, Conceptualizer, Experimenter, Ideator, Organizer, Partner, Promoter, 
Systematizer, Technocrat, and Theorist) exist in every generation. However, they may 
behave in slightly different ways and may play a more or less prominent role in a certain 
generation.  
 

As such, Strauss & Howe’s four generational archetypes seem to connect to one TIPS 
base: Heroes relate to the People-base, Artists to the Systems-base, Prophets to the 
Theories-base, and Nomads to the Ideas-base. For example, Strauss & Howe explain that 
the generations that are separated by another one (e.g., Boomers vs. Millennials, or 
Traditionalists vs. Gen Xers) have a high imminent conflict potential because of opposite 

https://thinkergy.com/
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values and behaviours. The same holds for the corresponding TIPS bases (Theories vs. 
People; Systems vs. Ideas). 
 

Prophets Nomads

HeroesArtists

 
 
Or, put in societal S-curve terms: 

 
Which I think makes quite a bit of sense.  
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Biology –  Giant Honeybees 
 
 

 
 

Gerald Kastberger’s obsession with giant honeybees began in 1990, when he saw them 
nesting in an Indian fig tree. Unlike the more familiar western honeybee, which nest in 
holes or artificial hives, the two-centimetre-long giants live in the open. Each colony builds 
a single, meter-wide comb that hangs from branches, cliffs, or buildings. Tens of 
thousands of workers swarm over the comb, creating a living curtain of bees, up to seven 
individuals thick. 
 

This open-nesting lifestyle comes with two big problems. First, the bees are vulnerable to 
predators. Wasps and hornets can swoop in and pluck workers from the edge of the 
curtain. Second, they have a heating problem. Even though their nests are exposed to the 
sun and the vagaries of the elements, the workers have to carefully control the interior 
temperatures to stop their larvae from either baking or freezing. 
 

The bees clearly have solutions to these problems, because they’ve been around for at 
least 12 million years. And over the past 26 years, Kastberger has discovered what they 
do. 
 

He noticed that whenever a hornet gets within 50 centimetres of a giant honeybee nest, 
the bees shimmer. Individual workers raise their abdomens by 90 degrees and shake 
them in unison. When one starts, its neighbours continue, and a mesmerisingly beautiful 
wave of booty-shaking bees ripples across the comb. “It’s analogous to the waves in 
football stadiums,” says Kastberger. True, although it’s more of a twerk than a wave. 
 

After a few shimmers, the bees release a chemical called Nasonov pheromone, which 
stops their comrades from breaking ranks. Giant honeybees are naturally aggressive, so 
there’s always a chance that the workers would fly off to try and engage the enemy on 
their own. That would be a mistake: even a giant bee is no match for a hornet in the air. 
But a team that stands its ground is almost invincible. Their waves seem to befuddle and 
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distract the incoming hornets, forcing them to veer off course and retreat. Kastberger 
filmed more than 450 attacks, and not a single one was successful. 
 

Here's a sequence of stills showing the Mexican-twerk effect: 
 

 
 
You can watch the video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ce24W6jM4gI  
 

Conflict-wise, what the giant honeybees are doing here is solving the safety/vulnerability 
versus size problem. Which looks something like this when mapped onto the Contradiction 
Matrix: 

 
 
The twerk-solution then makes for a rather excellent illustration of Inventive Principle 15, 
Dynamics, specifically 15B, ‘split a system into parts capable of moving relative to each 
other’.  Simplezzz. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ce24W6jM4gI
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Short Thort 
 
 
 

“Humanity today is like a waking dreamer, 
caught between the fantasies of sleep and the chaos of the real world. 

The mind seeks but cannot find the precise place and hour. 
We have created a Star Wars civilization, 

with Stone Age emotions, medieval institutions, and godlike technology. 
We thrash about. We are terribly confused by the mere fact of our existence, 

and a danger to ourselves and to the rest of life.” 
Edward O. Wilson, The Social Conquest of Earth 
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News 
 
Chinese Business Matrix 3.0 
We’re happy to announce that the Business Matrix 3.0 is now being translated into 
Simplified and Traditional Chinese. The expectation is that the hard-copy version of the 
book will be published in time for a launch at the ICSI conference in Hsinchu, Taiwan in 
October. More details closer to the time. 
 
FutureProof 
Don’t faint. We have a new book coming out in the next couple of months. FutureProof is 
all about Red World and Green World, Design Thinking & TRIZ, and how to build more 
resilience (anti-fragility!) into organisations. More details coming soon in our online shop. 
We’re still iterating the cover-art. The current version looks something like this… spot the 
link to the Complexity Landscape Model… 
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New Projects 
This month’s new projects from around the Network: 

Agriculture – Future Strategy Project 
Agriculture – Business Model Innovation Project 
Agriculture – Project Requirement Definition Study 
Agriculture – Product Portfolio Design 
Energy – Business Innovation Workshops 
Consulting – DT/SI Workshop Series 
Security – ICMM Assessment & Workshops 
Transport – SI Workshops 
Healthcare – Concept Design Study 
Healthcare – Mentoring Project 
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Copyright Disclaimer: As regular ezine readers will be aware, we often use images obtained from 
a broad range of different sources, usually to set them in a different context to the original one – 
for example using an image to illustrate a TRIZ/SI learning point. It is our policy to always seek 
permission to use such images. We seem, however, to be entering a world in which a small 
minority of copyright owners are actively seeking to hide their ownership. We will leave our readers 
to speculate on the possible reasons for this. In the meantime, all readers should note that any 
images where we have not been able to trace ownership, no copyright infringement is intended, 
nor do we claim to own any of such images. For the benefit of any hidden copyright owners that 
make themselves known to us, we will be happy to remove said images should they wish. The SI 
ezine is a free publication with a purely educational focus. SI does not and will not make money 
from any of the images contained within the ezine. 

 


